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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, Tuesday, March 08, 2016 

 
FreeMotion™ appoints The Fitness Generation as exclusive Australian Distributor 
 
FreeMotion Fitness, Inc. a division of Icon Health and Fitness, Inc. has appointed The Fitness 
Generation Pty, Ltd. as our exclusive distributor for Australia, launching officially at Filex in Melbourne. 
 
Dan Djoeandy, Sales Director for Asia Pacific says “We are excited to be partnering The Fitness 
Generation.  As a company they have 34 years of experience in marketing and distributing premium 
and reliable fitness products via the commercial, retail and corporate channels.  What’s equally more 
exciting is their direction in offering the Australian Fitness Market with best in class products and 
solutions”.   
 
Dan goes on further to add “FreeMotion is the world leader in Cable Based Training and with its new 
strength line Live Axis, we continue to deliver our mission of offering products and programs which 
will help users to train the way they move in both life and in sport.  We are looking towards a very 
successful partnership.” 
 
About Freemotion 
FreeMotion leads the way with the most innovative fitness equipment, education and programming 
in the industry.  FreeMotion’s new cardio line with the iFit Live feature is powered by Google Maps.  
Club members can run, jog, walk, cycle anywhere in the world with iFit Live!!   Our cable based strength 
equipment is widely recognized as the best possible equipment to train your body.  FreeMotion 
education and programming is quickly spreading around the world with programs, such as RapidFit 
and Incline Fit, clubs are able to attract and retain members who are seeking to improve their fitness 
level in a fast and fun manner.    
 
About ICON Health & Fitness 
Established in 1977, ICON is the world's largest marketer and manufacturer of fitness equipment, with 
a heritage of revolutionizing the industry with innovative products. To ensure customers receive the 
highest quality and best performing equipment, we have a 21,000 sq. ft. prototype development 
facility and 140,000 sq. ft. of ISO 9001 manufacturing capacity devoted solely to FreeMotion Fitness 
commercial products. 
 
About The Fitness Generation 
Proudly Australian-owned for 34 years, with a national footprint since 1982, The Fitness Generation is the 
leading independent distributor of commercial fitness equipment in Australia.  With outstanding world-
renowned global fitness brands, including TRUE Fitness®, HOIST®, FREEMOTION™, Paramount™, Expresso® 
Interactive Bikes, PowerPlate™, Peak Pilates®, VASA® Trainer and more. The Fitness Generation is 
represented within each state with sales, service, warehousing and logistics. 

 
Further information 
For more information about The Fitness Generation visit www.thefitnessgeneration.com.au or 
contact Andrew Cocks, Communications Manager, acocks@thefitnessgeneration.com.au or call 03 
8766 0499.  
 
For more information about FreeMotion visit www.freemotionfit.com or email 
dan.djoeandy@freemotionfitness.com. 
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